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ABSTRACT. The problem of a spinning electron moving round the nudeu.s in the 
piesence of an external magnetic held ha.s been considered from the wave-statistical point 
of view. The general expressions for energies and wave functions in any held strength have 
l)een obtained. The problems of no field, weak field (Zeeman effect) and strong field 
(Paschen-Back effect) are considered as .special cases. The resnlt.s for the no field case are 
identical with tho.se obtained in the earlier paper (Kar and Sengnpta. uj'ig). Other results 
also agree with the well-known spectro,scopic formulae,
lu a recent paper the energies and intensities of doublet spectra have been 
calculated by Kar and Sengupta (iq4q) by the usual wave-statistical method 
without splitting the second order wave equation into two linear equations 
as has been done by Dirac. In the above paper the effect of the external 
magnetic field has not been considered. Further, although a spin function 
with half harmonic value is introduced, no generalised wave equation for the 
spin and revolving motion of the electron is given-. Moreover, in that paper 
the idea of vector coupling between T. and S and the formation of the coupled 
states defined by J and M has been used.
In the present paper we shall dispense with the above idea and shall give 
a general treatment of the problem taking into account the effect of external 
magnetic field. We shall at first calculate the energy values and wave 
functions of a spinning electron moving round a nucleus and under the 
influence of an external magnetic field. The problems of (a) no field (fc) 
weak field and ic) strong field will then be considered as special cases.
Before we actually go into the problem it may be useful to give a short 
summary of the previous works on the subject. As early as 1^36 Heisenberg 
and Jordon (1926) first discussed the problem using matrix mechanics. Later 
on Condon and Shortley (1935) arrived at the same result by a somewhat 
similar method. Again on starting from Dirac’s equations for hydrogenic 
atom, Darwin (1928I and subsequently Bose and Bose (1944) using Sonine’s 
polynomials, obtained the same general expression "for the energy of the 
spinning electron in any field strength.
The complete wave function for the spinning electron moving round the 
nucleus is given by (vide Kar and Sengupta loc, ciL).
^nlm I w , =  ^ nlm 1. ^  m«
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where ^nim, and are the orbital and spin wave functions. If we assume 
the spinning electron to be equivalent to a rotator of mass mo and radius a, 
where n is the radius of gyration of the electron about its centre, then the 
wave equation satisfied by is the same as that of a rotator. It can be 
easily shown that the complete function ^niw,ms satisfies the wave equation,
(l.l)
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/i„ ? being the well known relativistic orbital energy and E s  the spin energy 
obtained by solving the wave equation for Thus for the spinnl i^g
electron moving round the nucleus wc get the wave equation, wave functions 
and energy values respectively from (i.i), (i) and (1.3).
It is evident that the wave function is 2(2/ + i)-fold degenerate
with respect to ?i// and rUs. Now, since any linear combination of these is 
also a solution of the M'ave equation, we write for the general wave function
-
4-i
Of^ in I w IVI, (2)
vit — -  Z — I *
where o(miwi/s arc arbitrary constants. It is easily seen that satisfies the 
same wave equation as ^ n l m , v i ,  viz., equation (i.i).
’We vShall now consider the effect of the spin-orbit and magnetic perturba­
tions on this system. The spin-orbit pcrliirbation is given by ('Hionias (1926))
77
( 3 )
where /. and S  represents the orbital and spin angular iiionientuin vectors 
of the electron. Other symbols have their usual meaning. Now,
(7-.S) ^ E 4 E I I S // 4  E z S t
= 1 { { L ^  + -  i S , )  +  (L, -  iL„)(S* + i S , )  + 2 L .5 .} = -
where, operator
8;r« 
operator (3-1)
-? '0—0')( _ . — cot  ^ H 4 i cot 0^ ] ( a
d<pj\de' (3 -2)
whicli is obtained by introducing the well known operators associated with
L* + S:
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Thus the spin-orbit interaction energy becomes,
j-o — — -'a' operator U)
Now the orbital magnetic moment of the electron is
M i ^  L
2mgC
and the spin magnetic moment
7Hi)C
Hence the total magnetic interaction energy in an external magnetic field 
H along the z-> axis, is given by
Efi ^ ^ f L H  + a5H)
2muC
= aim I + 2m j)
where
_  ehH
47^ n^ )^C
Thus the total perturbation energy is
£5^0 + ^ —
(5) 
(S-i)
V  + a ( m j ... (6)i 67T^ r®
We shall now ai>ply the general method of perturbation for degenerate 
systems to find the change in energy and wave function. Let the changed 
energy and wave function be,
 ^ I \
where c and V' represent small changes in energy and wave function. The 
wave equation for the perturbed state is given by (Kar and Sengupta loc, cii»)
(7)
A V  +  S ' " ; !"» { E -  ( F  + K ,_ o  + L 'f f )} X =  o (S)
On substituting from (7) in (8) and aemembering the relation ( i .i ) ,  wc 
get neglecting second order terms,
M  i =  +  E h ~  ^ ) K , (8.1)
then
If we express  ^ as a function of the uu]iertnrbed wave functions
_  S  ^ /]
Jl I
(8.2)
where are small constants. On substituting (8.2) in (8.a ) we get
S S  (hnl i (L^-o + L h **• (9^
n' V
2— 1 7 1 2 P — 7
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It is evident that if we nniltiply both side's of (9) by any of the afal + i) 
functions and integrate throughout the five dimensional q-space then
the left hand side will vanish due to the orthogonality of the wave functions 
^nhiiitH,. Therefore we get 2(2! + 1) equations of the tyjie
J { E i ~q + E ii — c) t^i i^nlmitn, dr — o
Or from (2)
S  S  (Xin'iin', I {E f - Q  + Ell ~e) dr =  o ... (10)
m'I ni',
Now it may be easily shown llial tlie well ktiowJi relations between the 
associated I^e^eiulre functions
( r) B \ w, iin,<f> -------- ----- m,+i ^ I' i cot 0 -- \pi e = — V (/"" /) (/  ^ n? i i) e
66 90 /
 ^  ^ ”  V(/ i + ijP /  c
in I
are also valid for 2^ with 5 = 4 and n?,= ± i.  On using the above 
relations we get,
( y 2 fj2 ( -------- -------
- r  o ,■ ( V" (/ + nt?) (/-* m i + i) i^ilnu - i ,n i , + i
H"" V (/ ))i I) (/ +  n/ j H- | 2 n/  ^1H kX ^ i w  }^}l  ^ r^ ( n )
On integrating (lo) with the help of ( ii)  we can write ont the 2(21 + 1) 
equations for different values of mi and m,.  For m , ~ l  we get (2/+1) 
equations of the type,
«w,i| -  m j  + a{mi  + 1) — f | -)■  am,+ 1, - i  g V (/— mj)(/ ■+ m j + 1) = 0 ... (12)
and for m , = - i  we get (2! -I-1) equations of the type,
' b
«*)! , — j I — m / +n(i» j — i) — p I + am 1—1, i \/Ji+ mt )(l — mi + i )  ~ 0  (12.1) 
where
, , _ Rher'^z*and / — 3— r^dr== a . ■ -
moC,Sir^J r® n^lU+i)(l  + i)
... (i2.a)
Perturbation energy.-
T h c  2(21 + 1) equations given b y (12) and (12,1) contain 2(2! + j)  
constants. B y  elim inating them and solving for e we get in general 2(21 +  1'
roots of c. Wo shall now find out these roots. Wo take the lih equation of 
(13) obtained by putting in t =  l,
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+ a(/+ 1) —b} =0
and — Zlh equation of (12.1)
+ — 4  = 0
From these we get the tAVo roots,
e = ail + 1) + ib l  )
e = —ail + i) + ib l  ]
To get the other 4/ roots we take the +jth equation of {12.x),
(13)
(13.i)
(14)
c^mtl’ ibs/ il — nti)(l + ini + i) + j{ — +1)  +a»W| — e } = o... (15)
If we eliminate and +1, - j  from (15) and (12), we get solving for s,
« =* a('»i;+ 4)— ± — V b®(2i + i)^+ 4ci®+8ab(iitj+4) ... (15.1)
4 4
Thus here we get two energy values for each value of m ;. Since 
here can take up 2I values from 1 —r to ~ Z corresponding to the 2/ equations 
of (13),  (the hh equation being already considered^ we get in all 4Z values 
of E from fis-i)  Again from (14) we get two more values of e. Thus we have 
altogether 4/ + 2 values of e.
These 4Z + 2 values of e however can be arranged in two groups. It is 
seen from (14) and (15.x) that when a=o i.c., in the absence of any magnetic 
field, all the 41 + 2 different energy levels mei-gc into two, and Ca where,
«i = ibl  )
\ ... (x6)
«2 - - i b i l  + i ) )
Since both levels given by fx4) merge to «i, it is easily seen that of the 
(41 + 2) levels (2/+2) merge to «i and the remaining 2! to eg. Thus we sec 
that in the absence of a field a particular level E^ i .^ will break up into two 
under spin-orbit interaction. Their perturbed energies are given by (x6). 
on application of the field e, splits up into (2/+ 2) different levels. Two of 
these are given by (x4) and the other 2I levels arc obtained from (15.x) with 
the positive sign before the radical. They are,
Pj * — a l m i  + i l  ^ b®(2 Z4 - 1 )'**+ 4 0 ® -r S a h T n i f - t  i )
4 4 (17)
where Z - i -I
It is interc.sting to note that for bizi + i) >  aa i.c-, for weak field, tlie energies 
given b y (14) are obtained by putting m j -  Z and — Z — i respectively in (17). 
T h u s in this case all the (2Z + 2) energy values are obtained from (17) for 
w hich m ay be conveniently represented by e‘,,
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The otlier level 63 Splits into 2/ different levels whose energies are 
obtained from  (15.1) with negative sign before the radical, namely^
wJiere
=  +  ^ -  -s /l? (2 l + i)^ + 4af: + 8ab(mi + i
“ * 4 4
U7.I)
Wave function.—
Let ns next proceed to find out the wave functions associated with these 
I energy values. Wc shall throughout neglect the small correction in the 
wave function due to perturbation- However, the perturbation also affects 
the degeneracy of the wave functions and as such modifies the unperturbed 
wave functions. The modification of this tyjie is often called the zero order 
correction of the wave function due to perturbation. It may be calcjulated 
in the following way.
We have taken the uniierturbed wave function in the general form ^ni
given in (2), in which ’s are arbitrary constants. Thus the problem
of finding out the zero-order-cori ecled waive functions reduces itself to 
finding the values o f ''w iw .'s  for different perturbed energy values. To do 
this we sub.stitute any particular value of k from (17; or ( i7.1) in the (4/ + 2) 
equations of (12) and (12.1)- Then we get (4/+ 2) equations connecting 
(41 + 2) arbitrary constants =‘«i,iii.'s. On combining these equations with the 
geneial averaging condition
m ,  t n .
(181
We can easily find out the values of these constants.
If w'e take the energy values given in (17) and substitute them in 
equations (12) and (12.i), we see that all “ iioia, except and ^w, + i, -  J 
vani.sh. For these tw'o we get from (12)
__ _ _ (I -i- m 1 + I )
’’■‘■ nii + i, —i ib m j+ a (m j + x)
utilising the relation (x8) and after .some work we get,
— ~jb(mi  + 1) +aiii; t
— ib  +alam i + 1 ) ~i
a® _ j bm; + a(mi + 1) — I
W i+ i ,- t  — Jb + a(2mj + i) — 2<f,x»i ^
(19)
(19.1)
 ^p t tThus the wave functions associated with the given energy values are,
^ +1, -jXii/miH-i, —i
where i ^  ?n i ^  - 1
ajtd + —i arc ^ i^vcu by (iq*i ). Siiiiilarly if wt* lake the energy
values given in and substitute tliciij in the eciuatiotis 1^2) and (12.1)
we get as before for the non-vanishing coefficients and - j ,
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and
Ii    —jb  s/ m i ) (/. + m i + 1)
-4  ibrn  ^ +aimi  +1)
"" ib(m; + i) + ami -  
m,i -  4b + a{2m / -h 1) “  2^2'"'
m / 4 * 1 ,  i  —\h  \- 2ni / +  i ,) — '
(21)
(21.i)
Thus the wave functions associated with tlie energy values are,
XnUl f^i = — -4 ... (22)
where l - j
and are given by (21.1). Here we have taken
negative, for it can he easily shown from '17,11 that <  Jbni/ 4 a(m  ^4 i) 
and so from (21) the ratio -4  should be negative,
Thus the equations (17'), (17,1b (20) and (22) give the general values 
of the energies and wave functions of the electron in any field strength. 
From the.se we can calculate the freqtiencies and intensities of the lines 
resulling fiom any transition. The general expres.sion for the intensity of 
the line in any field strength is rather complicated. We shall, however, 
consider a simple case and calculate the intensities of the ten components of 
.sodium D i and D2 lines in any field strength. But before that we shall 
consider some special cases.
No fi l^d case—
A s already pointed out for H  = o /.e., a==o the (2^  + 2) levels of energies 
given in (17) merge into one level f-q given by (i6)- Sim ilarly the 2I 
levels given by (17.1) merge into another level tq- The total energies of 
these two levels are given by hide  equations (7) and (1.3))
E,  =
£0 — Ffi / + Eg + eg
(23)
Scince E , is constant, it will not affect the calculation of frequencies of 
different lines. Neglecting it and substituting the values of Ewi, and eq 
it may be easily seen that (23) is identical with the well known spin-relativity 
formula.
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It is evident that <?j and levels are now (2/ +2)- and (2/)- fold 
degenerate* I'he associated wave functions can ■ be easily found froin (20) 
and t22) by putlins a==o. Thus the 2^/ + 2l wave functions for ej are given 
by,
X,u„., i + J i L z J ! ^ x „ i „ , , +x. - i
'  2/ +  I '  2 / + I
wliere / >  1 ^  - 1
and the 2I wave fmictioiis for level are given by
(24)
y  __ i l - n i i )  Y  ^  ^ (/ + ? H / + i ) v  , , ,
'^ nU^2 “ \/--- TT—  ---- r:------ ^nhni-hi,-i
'  2/-fi  ^ 2/ + 1
(24.1)
f
where, ^  nil >  - I
If we w r i i Q  + m   ^ remembering that m  has the value n i f  +  l  for b(J|flh
llie functions on the right hand side of (24) and (241' then it is easily sebn 
that they are identical with the wave functions given in the earlier pai)er 
(Kar-Scnguj)ta loc. cit.) for the states j = / + and j ^ I  -  Thus the different 
lines and their intensities can now be calculated in llie same way as 
before.
W e a k  f i e l d  c a s e  ( Z e e m a n  e f f e c t ) .—
#
In this case b >  >  a, since // is small. Hence we neglect compared 
to b ‘\  Thus from (17) we get
where
7 { L M 2/ + 1G'j =i= + a g [ m  I -h li); g  -  —-  -
2 2t "I” I
I ^  n i l  ^  — I
(25)
and g  is the Lande factor for doublets with ;/ = / + Similarly from (17.1) 
we get,
b ' = — + t) ■ +J); ’
 ^ 2 2 / + 1
(25-1)
where / - I mi ■ I
and g is the Lande factor for doublets with If we write ‘;u=m/ + 4
then it is easily seen diat (25) and (^ 25.1) are identical w ith Lande's formula 
for Zeeman separations. For vanishingly small fields, the wave functions 
associated with (25) and (25.1) are still same as in the no field case and are 
given by (24) and (24’ t) respectively. We shall now calculate the intensities 
of the Zeeman components of the lines resulting from any transition nl^n^V
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For no field we get in general three lines from the above 
transition. They are,
(i)
iz)
(3) 'K/€2—
The fourth line as was shown in the previous paper will have zoro 
intensity. In a weak inagnctic field both 2^ and break ui) into
several levels, their energies being given by 1,25) and (25*11. From any one 
of these initial levels or hi general three ditTerent transitions may 
occur. These are characterised by three different values of A?;?,,, viz.^ 
Am/==o, ±T. For the transitions with iC!^mi=.o, only the Z-eomponent of 
the electric moment ! Me) exists. Hence the resulting vibrations are along 
the Z-clirection and we get the ^'-components of the Zeeman iiattcrn. For 
A m / = ± i  we get the components, Since in transverse obvServatioii 
intensities of the lines are proportional to the square of the moments, vve 
shall have to calculate M x, My and Me for different transitions from the 
wave functions (24) and 124.1^' Calculations are same as in the previous 
paper iKar-Sengupta loc. cU.) and wc shall only give the resiiltvS here.
(1) For the line n1e^--^n^V€\
A,n, = 0  M? = + i ”J + t) a'Z — 1)
36)
A » i i  =  ± i  M |  =  M ? =   ^ n ' l - i )  j
(2/ 'f
i2) for the line t'b
M?
14/'®-I)®
(4/ ”  1 )
Am / = — T, M ‘i  “  m 2 — :,/ + m /1 \ / -  n/ i )(4/2-1)*-^
11^ 1- r )
(26.1)
(3,1 for the line 
Am/ — c „ V - i )
A w , =  + i , M i  = Mf=  2 =  - P   ^ ~  f   ^~ > » l -  ^1r  ^[nh, n ' l - i )(aT^®
. I (/ + 1JJ + l) d 2/*.; • ^/r_A m { = - I ,  M| == M?  = i)
(26.2)
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If we write in = »»/ + i and j = l + h for tire initial state and ; =  ? -  i  for the
initial state <--2 then the above formulae reduce to the well known relatibns 
for the intensities of the Zeeman components first derived emph'ically by 
Ornstein and Burger (1924).
Strong field case (Paschcn-Back effect).
In this case a > >  b. Hence we get from (17), neglecting b® compared 
with a®,
tin, = (i(im i) + l^ iii / ••• (28)
where i — J ^  m i ^  ~ 1
Similarly from (17.1) we get,
... (ajf.i)
nil ^  —1 \
=am I — i^iiit + 1) 
SI ""
where / r
The remaining two energy values e[ and ep*” ’ are given by (14). The waye 
functions can be easily calcvilated from (20) and (23). They arc,
and
Xftiffn, = X)Uin,i for I ^  in 1 ^  — I 
= Xnlm, = - l ,  -J
(29)
giving the (2/+ 2) wave functions associated with (2/+ 2) energy values s^»h , 
Similarly the wave functions associated with Si’” , 'g are given by,
' =^n/inI+1, - i  ... (29.l)
where i — i ^ n u  ^  ~ l
with the above results we can calculate the different lines and their intensities 
in the Taschen*Back limit. It is easily seen that all the energies given by 
U8) and (28.1) can be incorporated in the single formula.
e = al III I + 3111, ) -t-bill / III, ... (30)
where /n, = + 1 and I ^  nti ^  — I
and the corresponding wave functions are given by Equation I30)
gives the mo.st commonly used form for the energy m the Paschen-Back bmit. 
It is easily seen on comparing the energies in the weak ivide 1251 and 125.1!) 
and strong ivide (281 and I28.1)) magnetic fields thaT in both the cases 
t^ iii. >  t..i‘ Evidently this is also true for any intermediate field strength 
(vide (15.1) !. This explains the well known empirical rule that uo-tvvQ levels 
in the Zeeman and Paschen-Back limits with the same value of m cross each 
other. If we neglect b compared to « in (30), then for allowed transitions 
we have,
Ae = aAtii j
where Anii  =  o, ± i;
This gives three lines exactly as in Torentz triplet. Calculations of the 
intensities for this case also give the same value for I he three lines as is to be 
found in the so called normal triplet, namely, the outer component has half 
the intensity of the middle one.
Coilculaii'on of the intensities of the ten components of sodium D-iincs in 
any field strength-—
The sodium Di line results from the transition 3*P3->3*i'j, which breaks 
up into six components in a magnetic field. The Da-liue results from the 
transition which breaks up into four components in a magnetic
field.
Energies and wave functions for the initial siaies 3*’P3 and 3“P4.—
“Pi level breaks up into four different levels in a magnetic field H. They 
are obtained by writing nit = i, o, - i  and —2 respectively in (17). Thus,
-2(T+ ... (31)
• •• (31-1)
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6, = 2n + - , 
where
• b” = e" -  _ « _ 4.^'. b'Ss, — - - -r fc, — ---- - + -  , hi
2 ‘5 2, 2,
A  = Vgf)'*+4(1®+ 4(i 6 /
A' =  ^V qb'  ^ + 4a‘^  -  4ab )
The four associated wave functions are given by, (vide (ao) and iiy t))
wheie,
^3 J el - ^3 i i i
3^leV JaJ 3^10! + .■ 'll,- 4  '^311, -4
1 - i - i 4 ^31. -“1J + /I0, —1 ^3 I‘ > . ' - 4
;
Aoi - ;( ); /I- 1. 4 -
■ • (32)
A i , - i  =  ) ;  ^0, - 4  =  -y/-’ ( i
► (32.1)
“P4 level breaks up into two levels in a magnetic field. They are obtained 
by writing m i= o ,  — i in (17.1). Thus,
■ 2 2 4 2 ’ ® 2 4 2
A  and A 'bein g  given by (31.1). The associated wave functions obtained 
from 122) and ia i.i)  arc,
X3ieS =  .(4 oJ ^3io4 ~"^ i , - i ^311.-4 ^
3^ i«si=..4 -iJ  X37, - j i ’— Ao,  - 4  3^ w. - i  \
where.
(34)
Aoi = yj %   ^ )
mi>
^ ■ - t=  ^ 0 .- 1 =  “^ 7^ -)
(34-1)
3—i7iaP—7
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Encrj^ies and wave functions for the final stale 3®Sj.— '
Here energies are obtained as before from (17). They are,
e i = a + h ' ;  eY^  = —a +b '  ••• (35)
b' is the value of hi for / = o (vide (12.2)). The associated wave functions are 
given by (vide (20)).
3^0*1' — ^300,-J )
we shall now calculate the intensities of the six lines resulting from the 
transition We have here
(36)
four initial levels 
two final levels
«t 1“ I , ”1
I \ / !  . /
«V e jl
Since for allowed transitions we must have A ;;/;= o, ± i  we get altogether 
six lines as shown by the arrows. The transitions and give
the TT-components. Other transitions give rise to the (^-components. The 
respective moments and hence the intensities can be easily calculated from 
the wave functions already given. Thus we get for the two 7r-coinponents,
( l )
M? = ,3p '( i  - , « “ i  )
and for the four cr-componenls,
(3) =
(4) M l  =
(5) gY ' —>gJ Ml  =
(6) Ml  =
12 y A
12 A '
(37)
The intensities of four lines resulting from the transition 3^Pi->3^Si .can be 
similarly calculated.
Here we have,
two initial levels ---- > eg e::'
two final l<?vels ---- >
t>^
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The resulting 
n--componenls,
transitions are shown by arrows. \ye get for the two
(r) M? = 30)
6
(2) 6*2 = 311.3.9)
and for the two o--coniponents,
(3)
(4)
Mg = M® 30^ / 
12 \
K^ l-♦ g M l = M? = 30*f 1 -  \
12 \ A '
(38)
Since for transverse observation the intensities are proportional to M? and 
M.t, ecjiialions (37) and <38) give tlie relative intensities of the ten couiponents 
sodium D-liiies in any field strength. As already pointed out these 
been derived by Heisenberg and Jordon (1926) from
ol
e(]uations have also 
matrix mechanics*
In conclusion we may note that the whole theory given above is l>ased 
on the introduction of half-harmonic for repiesenting the spin motion of the 
electron. There are, however, two difficulties in taking lialf-hanuonic in the 
spin function. Firstly, it makes the wave function double valued and secondly 
there is no apparent reason wdiy the electron should have the spin <iuaiituiri 
number i always equal to i  and not other half integral values viz., g,  ^ etc 
The first (jnestioii has already been discussed in the previous pa]rer (Kar- 
Sengupta/oc. n't. I. The second objection may be removed if we remember 
the condition of boundedness of the wave functions. It is w'ell known that 
for physically valid solutions the probability density
r == X'w. “dT = (p w .)® sin-e'dO'df
should be both single valued and bounded i.c., it must have finite values 
throughout the (/-space. The values of the half-harmonic lyCgendre 
functions can be obtained by solving the well known wave equation for the 
rotator by the usual power series method. The two functions with .9=^, are
p t = sin^ '^ and
cos B'_ 
sin^ '^
It is easily seen that though the second half-harmonic Legendre function is 
not bounded, the probability density for both the functions are bounded. 
Thus the above half-harmonic functions with give physically valid
solutions. However, if we write out the four half-harmonic functions with 
 ^ B atid m, =  ± i ,  ± | , then it will be evident that the first three satisfy 
the condition of boundedness of the density function, but the fourth function
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with i n ,  =  “ I  does not. Tims with 5  =  the allowed half-harmonic valuesS 
of m ,  are while the value is forbidden. But this non-symmetry
in the values of m ,  appears to be iihysically untenable, for there is no 
fundamental difference between tlie positive and negative values of m , .  
This argument also applies to other higher half-harmonic functions. Thus 
we may conclude that half-harmonic values of 5  higher than  ^are really 
forbidden. They do not give a set of physically valid solutions.
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